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1 Overview

Quality of Service (QoS) is a main concern in the relation to network performance as networks have

a limited amount of resources. Consequently, congestion problems negatively impact QoS. Therefore,

extraordinary consideration of network delay should be conducted. Basically, the total delay is accumu-

lated as a result of processing, propagation, queueing and transmission times. Since processing time can

be disregarded and propagation time can be calculated, the maximum value of end-to-end delay over a

path can be handled in terms of queueing and transmission times [1]. In particular, queueing delay is

determined by scheduling algorithms employed on network elements along a path. Therefore, each link

provides a specific level of QoS according to queues conditions and available bandwidth. In the context of

network congestion yielded from traffic patterns, many-to-one flow pattern is considered as a one reason

of network congestion events, particularly inside of data centers as congestion events might occur as a re-

sult of parallel connections generated from many sources forwarded to a single destination. Consequently,

ports connecting the destination might overflowed, hence, packet retransmissions will negatively impact

the overall performance [2].

In this context, two types of network congestion solutions: i) in-network based solutions and ii) end

host based solutions, as illustrated in Figure 1 [3] are considered. Scheduling [4], rerouting and modifying

TCP parameters solutions fall into the first solution category in which network elements, such as switch

and router devices, host the solution logic to avoid or mitigate the congestion related problems. On the

other hand, the second category solutions employ the end systems to hold and execute the solution logic

and to react to congestion events in the networks. Basically, most of end host based solutions employ the

congestion control methods provided by TCP for adjusting the transmission rate by modifying congestion

window size according to network condition.

In this context, SDN paradigm provides vital potentials to handle congestion problem as this paradigm

provides central network control and monitoring. Furthermore, as SDN separates the data plane from

the control plane, more solutions can be introduced in the network in virtue of SDN flexibility. As a

result, solution categories can be agilely applied due to that SDN provides southbound and northbound

APIs which can be employed to probe the network condition, to granular process flow packets and to

instruct network elements in the data plane.

2 Research objectives

Basically, as a result of uses cases utilized in data centers such as IoT, Big Data and IA related applica-

tions, many traffic patterns are co-existed in Data Center Networks (DCN). However, the traffic patterns

are mapped to two types, which are elephant and mice flows. Every type has its unique characteristics
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Figure 1: Categories of congestion control solutions in SDN based data centers

and requirements where Mice flows are short flows and finish its transmission by sending a few number of

packets. Therefore, this type is delay-sensitive in comparison to elephant flows type, which encompasses

long flows and generates the most of the data traversing DCN. Therefore, it is the bandwidth demanding

type. Although mice flows are prominent in DCN compared to the number elephant flows, elephant

flows represent the majority of transmitted data in DCN [5] [6]. As a result, extraordinary effort should

be conducted to address the probable competitions for resources to maintain the traffic pattern types

requirements and consider their characteristics.

In this regard, SDN represents a strong potential to introduce new solution to optimize DCN resources

sharing and controlling. Consequently, SDN is a crucial technology in DCN as new applications of IoT,

Big Data and virtual Reality entail processing huge data flows in real time [7]. Data center networks are

typically designed as a multi rooted tree with several possible paths connecting each pair of end-hosts.

As a result, determining the best route while avoiding any probable congestion is challenging. Typically,

congestions significantly increase Flow Completion Time (FCT) which negatively impact mice flows.

In this context, implementing static solutions employing static packet header hashing scheduling, as in

ECMP (Equal Cost Multi Path), might yield packet collisions on egress ports in case of similar scheduling

decisions. On the other hand, introducing the flow scheduling solutions inside network elements, e.g., end-

host and switch is still difficult because it sometimes entails kernel or hardware modifications. Moreover,

the entirely central solutions contribute to the burden the SDN controller should incur.

Therefore, the first goal of this research was to analyze and study the behaviour of commonly employed

algorithms in DCN as presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents a solution to manage congestion by

modifying the reduction rate of congestion window upon congestion events. Two SDN based solutions

belong to “Flow scheduling/rerouting” are presented in Chapter 4. The final chapter, chapter 5, introduces

a comparative study of six open-source NOSs to choose the most suitable NOS to be used in Cloud Data
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Center (CDC).

3 Research Methodology

The methodology used for my research is based on two main approaches: analytical and simulations;

however, some solutions have been validated by real data as well. All the results in the dissertation are

based on some theorems of communication systems, traffic engineering, stochastic theory and mathemat-

ical modeling. To implement my solutions, various numerical algorithms have been created to evaluate

my assumptions. The proposed solutions have been verified with Mininet emulator which enables to build

lightweight virtual resources in flexible manner.

In addition, other simulators and software have been used. The solution in chapter 2 was conducted

using numerical program specialized for studying risk rate and probability distribution. In chapter 3, I

used a simulator provided by Google to conduct the experiments. In the last chapter, I used a software

to apply AHP mathematical models on the alternatives and criteria.

4 New Results

4.1 Thesis 1: Performance analysis of flow scheduling algorithms in data

center network [C. 2, P. 5]1

In this section, Monte Carlo model has been validated, which computed the probable loss rates of elephant

flows under different flow control and scheduling algorithms in DCN. predicting the performance of the

different algorithms identifies their impacts on DCN applications in terms of the required quality of

service.

I have validated the mathematical risk model of elephant flow loss rate associated with ECMP, Hedera

and DCTCP algorithms by employing different workloads. I have validated the results of the stochastic

performance analysis by mapping the results of simulation performance evaluation to the results of

stochastic one [J1].

The impacts of Hedera, ECMP and DCTCP were evaluated by Value at Risk (VAR) analysis of the

elephant flows for each algorithm. For this sake, throughput and error samples of the algorithms were

employed as input of Monte Carlo simulation. Eq. 1 represents Monte Carlo model.

pre(V, S,A,E) = Bm = Vi × (Si − (Ak + El)) (1)

1C, P: chapter and page numbers in the dissertation, respectively.
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Table 1: The probable elephant flow loss rate computed by Monte Carlo of the algorithms

Algorithm maximum probable loss rate

Hedera 64%

ECMP 68%

DCTCP 77%

Table 1, conducted by Aymen [J1], presents the overall estimation of Monte Carlo model according

to the input of all algorithms. DCTCP provided the highest probability of loss that DCTCP is a flow

control mechanism and does not provide any flow scheduling algorithm. On the other hand, Hedera and

ECMP provide flow scheduling.

Using Monte Carlo investigation results, Value at Risk (VAR) analysis [8] had been employed to

provide more evaluation using different confidence levels. 95% confidence level was adopted, to consider

varying different values. VAR has been calculated as in Eq. 2 [8].

V aR = −µn +∅−1(1− u)σn (2)

This type of analysis explores a dynamic assessment of elephant flows throughput under the investigated

flows schedulers or congestion control methods. Aymen [J1] computed VAR and depicted its values for

various confidence levels as shown in Figure 2. The probable maximum data size at the risk of loss in the

case of Hedera is lowest with 112 MBps. The loss of the ECMP and DCTCP were 116 and 117 MBps,

respectively. These values represent the probable maximum loss amounts, elephant flows might incur in

the lifespan of data center network.

Then, by employing three different ratios of mice to elephant flows, I have evaluated the performance

of DCTCP, ECMP, and Hedera in terms of throughput of elephant flows where the throughput is inversely

proportional to the loss rate as in [9] where the delay and Message Segment Size (MSS) are same. Figures

3 a-c show the fact that Hedera and ECMP have very similar performance regarding flow the throughput

of elephant flows. Hedera employs ECMP for forwarding the mice flows, and ECMP performs well when

there are no packet collisions on switch ports what makes its performance in terms of elephant flows

throughput closely approaches that of Hedera as shown in Figures 3 a-c. In the case of flow congestion

control in DCTCP, it has achieved its best in the 2:1 scenario. This indicates that the algorithm suffers

in case of high elephant flow loads and this fact is presented as well in the associated loss rates of

each algorithm, as shown in Table 2. DCTCP employs shallow threshold to trigger the marking event.

Consequently, the transmission rate will be throttled by sources, so it has worse throughput than that of

ECMP and Hedera where DCTCP provides flow control mechanisms, but it does not provide scheduling

technique.
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Figure 2: Maximum probable amount of lost data of all algorithms according to confidence levels of VaR

(a) Scenario 1:1 (b) Scenario 1:2 (c) Scenario 2:1

Figure 3: Throughput of elephant flows

Table 2: Loss rate of the algorithms in simulation environment

Algorithm 1:1 1:2 2:1

Hedera 0% 0% 0%

ECMP 0% 0% 0%

DCTCP 22.22% 75.55% 11.39%
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In a nutshell, Hedera achieved a lower data amounts at risk than ECMP as expected, but with higher

variance for the error factor, as presented in [J1]. This factor makes Hedera does not much outperform

over ECMP. In the case of flow congestion control in DCTCP, it has achieved its best in the 2:1 scenario.

This indicates that the algorithm suffers in case of high elephant flow loads. Regarding data center

applications that demand high bandwidth and low latency, every TCP loss causes bursty retransmission

and that what makes queues length of the data center switches bloat frequently. Therefore, applications

like MapReduce cannot make incremental progress without limiting the number of contending flows.

Therefore, we suggest that some fairness should be considered by providing a balance between link

utilization and congestion control.

4.2 Thesis 2: TCP parameters modification based congestion control [C. 3,

P. 15]

I have proposed a different reduction rate of QUIC protocol as a “TCP parameter modification” solution

for the congestion control problem where I have proved that Page Load Time (PLT) is better under

specific circumstances in terms of buffer size, delay and bandwidth than that provided in case of default

reduction rate [C1].

I have investigated the impact of two different values of the multiplication decrease factor β of CUBIC

algorithm, which is implemented by QUIC as the default congestion control algorithm. This problem

is practically motivating since QUIC changed the congestion window reduction as compared to CUBIC

from 30% to 15%. QUIC was chosen for this research because it is the most well designed and deployed

user-space network protocol at the time of the study. I conducted an experimental investigation to check

the impact of two different values of β on PLT of QUIC in case of a lossy network where I compared the

impact of β = 0.7, 0.6.

CUBIC [10] defines the increase rate of the congestion window as a cubic function of the elapsed time

since the last congestion event and β which is a coefficient of multiplicative decrease. The dynamics of

congestion window are controlled as shown in Eq. 3 [10].

W = C

(
∆ −

√
β . wmax

C

)3

+ wmax (3)

Where C is a predefined constant for scaling, ∆ is the elapsed time since the last congestion event. wmax

is the congestion window size just before the last loss event. β is the multiplication decrease factor applied

after a packet loss. When a packet loss event occurs the size of the congestion window will be reduced
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Table 3: Parameters used in the evaluation

Parameter Value

Bandwidth – B 100, 10 Mbps

RTT – D 5, 10, 200, 400 ms

Packet Loss – L 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5%

Buffer length – Q RTT ∗BW

multiplication decrease factor – β 0.6, 0.7

by β as in Eq. 4

cwnd = cwnd . β (4)

CUBIC sets β to 0.7 so that the reduction of the congestion window size after a loss event will be 30%.

On the other hand, QUIC applies packet pacing to reduce the page load time where packet pacing tracks

inter-packet spacing for estimating the available bandwidth such that a sender cannot send at maximum

rate as well as it reduces the packet loss [11].

QUIC reacts to loss events analogously to TCP, specifically, according to CUBIC algorithm. It

reduces the sending rate according to the value of β where β equals to 0.7 with considering of emulating

n connections, as shown in Eq. 5, which reduces the congestion window by 15% instead of 30% in the

original CUBIC:

cwnd = cwnd .
n− 1 + β

n
(5)

However, the intent is to emulate the impact of n connections so that when losing a packet, the streams

over one connection have bandwidth equal to n times that of a one connection of traditional TCP to

attain flow fairness, where n = 2.

I have investigated the impact of two values of β on PLT of QUIC. I applied many combinations of

the parameters, presented in Table 3, to download different web pages from the QUIC server to the QUIC

client for both values of β. In addition, I have investigated the impact of web page size so I conducted

a scenario for two different size web pages, namely P = small, medium whereas I used the large size

web page for the other scenarios, as shown in the Table 4. Table 5 summarizes the different values of

congestion window reduction according to the investigated values of multiplication decrease factor β.

I considered three different types of scenarios as shown in Table 6 where I did not consider all possible

combinations of parameters listed in Table 3. In relation of the loss rate, I have investigated many values

of random loss: 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5% to figure out the impact of β in low, medium and high packet

loss conditions where the reduction of the congestion window size will occur after packet loss events. In

particular, each scenario presented in Table 6 has been repeated for each value of the previously mentioned
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Table 4: Web page structure

Web page size - P Number of objects Size of an object in KB

Large: 3.3 MB Small 153 15

Large 8 135

Medium: 1 MB Small 50 15

Large 2 135

Small: 300 KB Small 11 15

Large 1 135

Table 5: Values of multiplication decrease factor

β Congestion Window Reduction Description

0.7 15% QUIC default multiplication decrease factor

0.6 20% 5% larger than QUIC’s default congestion window reduction

loss rates.

I computed the percentage of PLT Change (PLTC), as shown in Eq. 6, obtained by β = 0.6 with

respect to β = 0.7 which is considered the reference value of the comparison. By tracking the percentage

of the PLT change, I evaluated the impacts of different β values. I found that, in case of β = 0.6, the PLT

will be better up to 21.9% when RTT is low value, less than 10ms, than that in case of β = 0.7. This is

due to the fact that when the network is congested, packet pacing estimates a larger data transmission

rate in case of low RTT and the congestion window reduction is 20% than that in case of the congestion

window reduction is 15%. Besides, β = 0.6 provides better PLT than the case when β = 0.7 under all loss

rates for medium web page. This mainly due to the fact that when the network is lossy, smaller reduction

in congestion window causes more packet loss when more data needs to be transferred and consequently

the overall situation will be worse. Finally, regarding the buffer size impact, the main observation is that

when β = 0.6, QUIC needs less time to load the large web page than that in case of β = 0.7 regardless

of the buffer size. It is due to the fact that no heavy traffic transferred between the QUIC client and the

QUIC server in our experiment; consequently, the receiver’s buffer cannot be overwhelmed. The results

Table 6: Scenarios used in the evaluation

Scenario Goal

Delay impact Presents the impact of β with respect to different values of D and L

Buffer impact Presents the impact of β with respect to different values of Q, 2 ∗Q, Q/2 and L

Page size impact Presents the impact of β with respect to different sizes of P and L
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Table 7: Number of positive changes in all scenarios

Scenario Scenario parameter Number of cases in which PLT is improved

Page Size medium 4/5

small 1/5

Delay 200ms 0/5

10ms 5/5

400 ms 0/5

5 ms 5/5

Buffer Size well 5/5

over 5/5

under 5/5

Total Number 30/45

of this scenario consistent with the results of previous scenarios where the delay is low and the size of

web page is large (i.e. the amount of data needed to be transferred is not small) which yields better PLT

by a value between 12% - 22% in case of β = 0.6 in comparison to β = 0.7 under different loss rates.

PLTC =
PLT0.7 − PLT0.6

PLT0.7
× 100 (6)

Table 7 presents the count of the positive PLTC under the five loss rates of each scenario which implies

that QUIC with β = 0.6 has better PLT in comparison to that one with β = 0.7. Table 7 shows that

QUIC with β = 0.6 can provide better PLT under different loss rates in particular when RTT is low and

the size of web pages need to be downloaded is not small. However, Table 7 shows that QUIC with β =

0.6 has better PLT in most of the cases even that it has larger window reduction.

4.3 Thesis 3: Flow scheduling frameworks in SDN based data center net-

works [C. 4, P. 26]

Typically, applications in DCN generate two classes of flows which are mice and elephant flows. Mice

flow is the smallest and shortest-lived flows, and it is more conservative to the communication delay.

On the other hand, the largest and longest-lived flows (i.e., elephant flows) are more affected by the

available bandwidth. The elephant flows are fewer than mice flows, but they carry most (e.g., 80%) of

the transferred data [5] [6] in DCN. Therefore, these classes compete for network resources. Therefore,

enhancing the DCN utilization involves minimizing FCT; Hence, namely, I aimed to mitigate FCT of
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delay-sensitive flows (i.e., mice flows) as well as to maintain the throughput of bandwidth-hungry flows

which are elephant flows. Basically, flows in DCN can be classified into mice or micro and elephant or

background, flows, both terms are interchangeable.

4.3.1 QoS based flow scheduling framework in SDN based DCN [C. 4, P. 28]

The framework stems from the fact that end-to-end solutions that rely on window management can be

far from effective, requiring many RTTs to react properly to congestion by end hosts. Besides, some

solutions require modifications to TCP stack and need time for a proper response more than the lifespan

of micro flows in data center networks.

Thesis 3.1: I have proposed and created a new scheduling framework for congestion control in SDN

based DCN. This framework is a QoS based solution [C2].

I aimed to guarantee the required bandwidth for mice flows by reducing the data rate of elephant

flows under high load epochs so that mice flows will be served with less delay. To control the data rate of

elephant flows, queues have been created on each switch port, dedicated for elephant flows, as many as

egress ports a downstream switch has as well as one more queue has been created on each port dedicated

for mice flows. Elephant flows in an upstream switch will be mapped to one of elephant queues based on

their destination and all mice flows will be mapped to the mice queue. As a result, the data rate of the

flows will have a direct impact on the queue length of egress ports on the downstream switch.

The framework checks the length of mice queues so that the data rate of elephant flows forwarded

through the corresponded mapped queues on upstream switches will be adapted accordingly. The frame-

work employs an SDN paradigm, where the control plane of SDN paradigm comprises queue monitoring

module, background flow selection module, and data rate control module.

I have considered a main idea that the delay of mice flows in DCN is yielded by the existence of

background flows. Therefore, I have proposed a new approach to deal with this problem by applying QoS

based solution on upstream switches instead of notifying data sources due to the fact that such kind of

notifications takes time longer than the lifespan of mice flows. For the sake of immediate reaction to any

probable degradation in FCT of mice flows, the framework updates the data rate of the corresponding

elephant queues on upstream switches proportional to the length of mice queues on downstream switches.

Algorithm 1 shows the functions of the framework modules. To mitigate the overhead, queue monitor

module probes the length of the mice queue on switch ports over intervals proportionally vary to the

length of mice queue such that the probing interval will be longer as the length of mice queue gets

shorter. Since the solution needs to maintain the required information to define elephant flows uniquely,

each flow table entry comprises of src ip, dst ip, src port, dst port, egress port. Elephant flow selection

module adds a new entry to the table when the flow volume is larger than 10 KB. When the length of the
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Algorithm 1 Framework Applications

initial: ql = 0, p = k, pkt = 1500B, qc = BDP, interval = 0, bgt size = 10KB, timeout = 100ms

1 Function Queue Monitor( )

2 repeat per interval :

3 TH = (qcsj−ethn - (p - 1) * pkt)

4 if (qlsj−ethn(t) ⩾ TH )

5 Datarate Update (si- ethx, qlsj−ethn)

6 endif

7 interval =
TH

qlsj−ethn

∗RTT

8 Function Find BGT( )

9 if (flow size > bgt size):

10 bgt flows = requests.get(s-eth)

11 for m in bgt flows

12 bgt list [m] = (ip src, ip dst, port src, port dst)

13 map bgt list[m] to a queue

14 for m in bgt flows

15 if bgt list [m] NOT IN bgt flows:

16 del (bgt list [m])

17 Function Datarate Update(si-ethx, qlsj−ethn)

18 α =
qlsj−ethn(t)− TH

qcsj−ethn − TH

19 if (qlsi−ethx < TH ):

20 β =
qcsi−ethx − qlsi−ethx

qcsi−ethx

21 else:

22 exit

23 TR = BWsj−ethn × (1− α× β

2
)

24 change TR on si-ethx for timeout

mice queue is longer than the threshold, this module will retrieve all entries for elephant flows forwarded

out a specific port. Data rate control module employs QoS capabilities of the SDN controller to regulates

the data rate of elephant queues on the upstream switches in accordance with the length of elephant

queues and that of the mice queue on an egress port of a downstream switch. Figure 4 illustrates the

work-flow of the framework.

Thesis 3.2: I have proved that FCT of mice flows are improved and throughput of elephant flows are

maintained in 4-ary Fattree DCN with typical parameter settings[C2]

I evaluated the performance of the framework via Mininet 2.3.0. I compared the performance of TCP
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Figure 4: Framework workflow

new Reno and TCP Cubic with drop tail Active Queue Management (AQM) enabled to that with my

framework employed. I used fat-tree topology whose scale k=4. I executed three scenarios, in the first

scenario, I simulated a elephant-to-mice ratio of 1:3 (i.e., 32 elephant and 96 mice flows) as the ratio

reported in [5] [2]. In the second scenario, I employed higher elephant flows share of 3:1 to investigate the

impact of the framework under a high volume of elephant traffic. In the third scenario, I run a ratio of

1:1. For mice flows, I present Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of average FCT. These results are

shown in Figure 5 for the 1:3 scenario, Figure 6 for the 3:1 scenario, and Figure 7 for the 1:1 scenario. For

elephant flows, I essentially present CDF of the average throughput. In all scenarios, elephant and mice

flows follow two patterns, the first for generating connections span all topology layers, and the second

for connections span the edge and aggregation layers where all servers in all racks have been employed

to generate the traffic volume for each scenario.

The results show mitigation in FCT of mice flows up to 400 ms without impairing the throughput of

elephant flows.

4.3.2 Scheduling/rerouting flow scheduling framework in SDN based DCN [C. 4, P. 37]

The solution is different from other solutions since it is distributed, but it does not yield the overhead

resulted from end-hosts contacting. Furthermore, it does not require any modifications in kernel nor

hardware. In addition, it mitigates the overhead due to its functions are applied on a portion of flows

only.
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Figure 5: Performance of the framework for TCP Cubic and TCP New Reno in 1:3 ratio scenario
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Figure 6: Performance of the framework for TCP Cubic and TCP New Reno in 3:1 ratio scenario
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Figure 7: Performance of the framework for TCP Cubic and TCP New Reno in 1:1 ratio scenario
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Thesis 3.3: I have designed and created a flow scheduling and rerouting framework. [J2, C3]

The framework architecture is depicted in Figure 8. Basically, the proposed framework aims to

guarantee FCT of mice flows by classifying network flows so that mice flows can be served with less delay.

I have proposed three layers framework as depicted in Figure 8. The first layer resides in the data plane.

It employs OpenFlow bucket group feature to provide packet sampling and ECMP-based scheduling. The

second layer resides in the control plane. It contains the required functionalities to schedule the sampled

flows using shortest-path available-bandwidth mechanism. The last layer resides in the control plane also.

It contains the polling technique and elephant flows rescheduling functions.

Figure 9 depicts the framework workflows. Network is modeled as a directed graph G = (V,E), where

V : set of the nodes, E: set of the directed edges, p: a path where p = (v0, v1, ..., vn), ∀vi ∈ V , ∀i ∈ [0, n],

n ∈ Z. However, the connection throughput is limited to the available bandwidth on the bottleneck link

of a path as shown in Eq. 7. In particular, the load of any link e is le
Ce

, where le is the currently used

fraction of its capacity Ce as shown in Eq. 9 where sei is the ith flow size. Therefore, the condition

in Eq. 8 should be maintained to avoid congestion on path p, so that the utilization on any link along

path p should be smaller than the bottleneck capacity link. Let us assume that flows arrive at a switch

according to Poisson process with rate λ and size s, and the predefined threshold of flow size is T . Hence,

the number of elephant flows until time t is as in Eq. 10 where F is CDF of flow sizes. In particular,

elephant flows on path p1 and path p2 are N1(t) and N2(t), respectively. Portion of N1(t) should be

redirected to p2 if N1(t) > 0 and Cp1
> Th and Cp2

< Th, where Th is the threshold of triggering

elephant flow rescheduling. Consequently, the maximum number of elephant flows should be redirected

Figure 8: The proposed framework architecture
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Figure 9: framework flow chart

to path p2 is computed so that the condition in Eq. 8 is maintained.

Cpi = min Ce, ∀e ∈ E (7)

le
Ce

< Cp (8)

le =

N(t)∑
i=1

sei (9)

N(t) = λ(1− F (T ))t (10)

I have utilized ECMP for scheduling a portion of flows since ECMP represents a fast scheduling

technique. Therefore, flow collisions can be mitigated which could happen in case of sole dependence

on ECMP. In particular, I have implemented ECMP-based scheduling by proactively defining bucket

group with equal weights into all switches of edge and aggregate layers. Upon receiving packet-in at the

control plane, the framework parses the packet header to retrieve the connection information. Then, Path

Computation module will be invoked to find the four shortest paths between the source and destination,

which has the best available bandwidth as well. It periodically polls port statistics based on polling

rate from all switches in the network by sending OpenFlow OFPPORTStats message. Therefore, the

framework has full available-bandwidth visibility. When the available bandwidth on any edge switch

port, connected to the aggregate layer, passes the predefined threshold U BW < Th, polling port module

will invoke Elephant Flow Detection module. Then, if an alternative path has sufficiently higher available

bandwidth than that on the original port, Elephant flow reschedule module sends the information of

elephant flows and the new path to Flow Installation module; otherwise, a log message will be displayed

that no path met the specified conditions. The gathered network information is saved on a directed
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Algorithm 2 New Flows Scheduling

Input: G=(V,E) , src IP, dst IP, src port, dst port,

min bw = capacity, max bw = 0 , k,

shortest p= { }

Output: best p= [ ]

1.for i in (0, k):

2. if shortest p [i]= shortest paths (G, src IP, dst IP)

3.for j in shortest p:

4. min bw = bottleneck of path (G, j, min bw)

5. if min bw > max bw :

6. max bw = min bw :

7. best p = j

8. return best p

9.Function bottleneck of path (G, j, min bw):

10. min bw link = min bw

11. for i in (0, len(j)):

12. bw = G[j[i]][j[i+1]]

13. min bw link = min (bw, min bw link)

14. return min bw link

graph (G) to represent the network topology and situation. Algorithms 2 and 3 depict the framework’s

functions.

Thesis 3.4: I have proposed and implemented a flow sampling mechanism that provides information

of a portion of the traffic flows in DCN using the data plane of SDN paradigm [J2, C3].

I have employ weighted bucket group feature of OpenFlow to sample flows as well as to mitigate the

overhead on the control plane. In practice, the first packet of a flow (i.e., packet-in) is either scheduled

based on ECMP or sent to the controller. The framework installs unique polling flow entries into the

switches along the chosen path to forward packets belonging to the sampled flows. Subsequently, upon

threshold hits (i.e., the occupied bandwidth on an edge switch port gets more than 25%) our framework

will detect elephant flows forwarding out of the port based on the cumulative bytes count of the corre-

sponding installed polling flow entries. However, this solution discovers just a portion of the total DCN

flows so that a fraction of the flows are not sampled. Recall that the first packet of a flow did not match

the direct nor polling flow entries on an edge switch, so it will be handled according to the sampling

group entry presented in Table 8.

Theorem 1: The total number of packet-in, n, sampled to the controller is ≪x
2 given that x is the
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Algorithm 3 Detect and Reschedule Elephant Flows

Input: G= (V, E), F BW, Th, U BW, min bw= Capacity,

dpid list, max bw= 0, k, shortest p= { }, PR, EF list= { },

Paths= { } , Portid list

Output: best p= [ ]

1. Repeat each PR

2. Function Polling stat (dpid list):

3. OFPPortStatsRequest (dpid list)

4. If U BWij < Th : ; i ∈ pdid list, j ∈ Portid list

5. OFPFlowStatsRequest(i)

6. Reschedule (i,j, U BWij)

7. Function Reschedule (i, j, U BWij):

8. E count = 0

9. For f in F list:

10. If F load > 50 KB & Output port == j :

11. EF list.append(f.info)

12. E count++

13. num redir EFlows= E count × U BW (i,j)
Capacity(i,j)

14. If num redir EFlows > 0 :

15. For f in (0, num redir Eflows) :

16.
get best Path (G, i, f.info, U BWij,

num redir EFlows)

17. Function get best Path (G, i, F.info,U BW ij ,

num redir Eflows)

18. For P in Shortest P:

19. If (link (P[i] P [i+1]) != j):

20. Paths.append (P)

21. else:

22. Continue

23. best p = get best Path by Bw(i, G, Paths, U BWij)

24. return best p

25. Function get best Path by Bw (i, G, Paths, U BWij)

26. min bw= Capacity

27. max bw= U BWij

28. For P in Paths :

29. min bw = bottleneck of path (G, P, min bw)

30. If (min bw > max bw and

min bw - U BWij > 1Mbps) :

31. max bw = min bw

32. best p = P

33. If (best p):

34. return best p

35. else:

36. print ”No path met the conditions”
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Table 8: Sampling group entry

group id group type bucket action

group id=1 select
bucket=weight:50,actions=CONTROLLER,

bucket=weight:50,actions=GOTO TABLE:ECMP

Table 9: Parameters and values of the controller overhead evaluation

Parameter Description Value

H Number of end-host 10000 [5]

R Number of edge switches 578 [12]

S Number of total switches 1445 [12]

F Median inter-arrival time 2 ms [7]

B Link bandwidth 10 Gbps [7]

P Packet size 1500 Byte

Prate Default value of the polling rate 2 sec

total number of the packets arrived to the edge switch

Proof : Let us assume f is the number of flow entries on an edge switch, and c is the count of packets

forwarded according to a flow entry. Consequently, n(t) could be asymptotically computed as in Eq. 12.

x = n+ cf ⇒ n = x− cf (11)

n(t) =

∫ t

0

x(t)dt −
∫ t

0

cf(t)dt

= t2
(
x

2
− cf

2

) (12)

Accordingly, the maximum value of n(t) ≪ 50% of the total number, since over the time c&f will get

larger, and the load on the controller will be less consequently. For example, let us assume that no more

new flows arrived at an edge switch after some time, so cf ≈ x which yields no more packets will be sent

to the controller.

I have considered a Fat-tree DCN with real parameters as shown in Table 9. The solution needs

to handle half of H × 103/F flow set up per second, which is 2.5 million requests per second. Using

specific hardware, a single controller can handle up to 12 million requests per seconds as in [13]. In this

numerical study, I adopted a size of the commercial data centers as presented in [5]. On the other hand,

Eq. 15 detects the rate at which the framework needs to process port statistics messages from switches.

Consequently, the framework will handle S × P/Prate (i.e., 723 packets per second). Assuming that the
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controller can handle these packets at the same rate of handling flow setup, as in [13], so it unlikely under

the mentioned parameters that its performance will reduce severely.

Thesis 3.5: I have proposed a polling rate model by which a timely reaction upon threshold hit can be

taken without impairing the control plane[J2, C3].

Rather than employing a constant polling rate, I have proposed dynamic polling rate model. The

proposed model maintains the balance between probing the network situation based on the available

bandwidth, on the other hand, it mitigates the burden associated with aggressive polling rate in case

the available bandwidth is more the threshold. Due to the number of switches, controller activities and

network conditions, some obsolete decisions could be taken. The error estimation of the taken decisions

can be computed as in Eq.13. Assuming τ is the delay between the instant of sending the statistics

and the instant of taking a decision by the controller, Prate is the polling rate, C is the capacity of the

link connecting a switch with the controller, N is the switches number, Mlen is the length of the reply

message.

τ =
N Mlen Prate

C
(13)

Cl = N Prate (14)

Prate =


10

Bedge −
∑4k

i=1 Vi
4k

Bedge if
∑4k

i=1 Vi

4k ≤ Bedge

Tbase = 2sec otherwise

(15)

Based on Eqs. 13-14, the delay is related to the controller load Cl, where they are directly proportional to

each other. Eq. 15 is used to compute the dynamic values of the polling rate. Since it is not necessary to

probe the data plane when the average utilization of the edge switch ports is far from the threshold value

of the bandwidth occupation (i.e., Bedge) where Vi is the utilization of port i and k is the Fat-Tree scale

(i.e. k = 4). Tbase is 2sec, and it is the default polling interval. Thus, the value of Prate will not grow

too much, and the controller can still probe the data plane when ports utilization under the predefined

threshold. In particular, Prate can extend from 1sec under high traffic until 10sec under light traffic to

maintain the accuracy and to avoid the overhead, as shown in Eq. 15. Besides, the polling rate’s default

value can be used in the case of the average port utilization is more than the occupation threshold at

any instant. As a result, based on Eqs. 13-15 and as the numerical example, the delay in our case (i.e.,

N = 20) will be 35.84 µsec which ensures delivering of up-to-date statistical information. Furthermore,

based on the real traffic measurements in [7], Prate value range is efficient since 25% of Web service, 85%

of Cache and 25% of Hadoop flows are last for more than 1 sec. Therefore, Prate value range is feasible

to take rescheduling decisions for elephant flows where Sieve probes statistics at a rate whose value is

within the elephant flows’ life span.
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Table 10: Flow tables in different switch layers and flow entry types with an indication whether they are

proactively predefined or reactively defined

Flow Entry Type Table id Switch layer Proactive/Reactive

Directly connected host 0 edge proactive

Polling and Scheduling 0 edge/agg/core reactive

Directly connected subnet 0 agg/core proactive

ECMP-based scheduling 0 agg proactive

Sampling 0 edge proactive

ECMP-based scheduling ECMP edge proactive

I have investigated the solution’s impact on flow table size. I have compared the number of flow entries

of my solution to that generated by the fully reactive scheme. Fully reactive scheme sends a packet-in

packet upon receiving the first packet of a new flow to the controller. Subsequently, the controller tries to

find a path, and then it installs a new flow entry into switches along the path. In this context, I aimed to

figure out the difference in flow entry numbers between fully reactive scheme and my scheme presented

in Table 10 which is called proactive. Besides, I investigated if the controller can cap with the received

requests and if the number of the flow entries can be absorbed based on the flow table size. Accordingly,

I counted the flow entries number generated by the second and the third layers in both cases under the

uniform traffic pattern UT. The results shown in Figure 10 indicates that the proactive scheme (i.e., my

scheme) has fewer flow entries up to 50% than that in case of the fully reactive one. In addition, since a

controller can deal with about 10 millions of flows per second [13] [14] and the flow table can contain up

to 5k flows [15], I have concluded that the framework yields reasonable load and flow entry number.

Figure 10: Flow entries numbers generated in case of proactive and reactive schemes
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Thesis 3.6: I have proved that the proposed framework improves FCT of mice flows and preserves the

throughput of elephant flows in 4-ary Fattree DCN with typical parameter settings [J2, C3].

I compared the solution’s performance to Hedera and ECMP [4] since Hedera is the mainstream

scheduling and detection framework for DCN, and ECMP acts as a commonly used scheduler in academic

and business sectors. I leveraged OpenFlow 1.3.1, and the testbed environment has been implemented

by Mininet 2.2.2d where I evaluated the framework in 4-ary FatTree DCN. I evaluated the framework

performance by conducted three different scenarios containing a mix of mice and elephant flows for each

scenario. In the first scenario, Concentrated Traffic (CT), elephant and mice flows follow many-to-one

patterns. The second one follows the uniform model, Uniform Traffic (UT), where connections span all

layers and all end-hosts have been employed to generate the traffic. Finally, Multi Destinations (MD), in

which sources send traffic to multiple destinations simultaneously. I conducted the experiments for two

different traffic classes. First, I employed high elephant flows share of 1:1 (i.e., mice:elephant ratio) to

investigate the impact of the framework under a high volume of elephant traffic. Second, I simulated a

mice:elephant ratio of 3:1 as the ratio reported in [5]. Furthermore, a second scenario group has been

executed as in [4] in terms of average goodput of elephant flows and the average aggregate throughput of

all flows in the network. Finally, I conducted a third scenario group in which I employed real workloads

to investigate its performance in web services, cache [7] and data mining [16] applications scenarios.

Figure 11 presents the relative changes of average FCT of the mice flows under all scenarios. As shown,

my solution outperforms Hedera and ECMP in all scenarios, but the greatest positive improvement is

under UT 1-1 since the load in the network links is balanced. On the other hand, the lowest positive

change value is in MD scenario where all links toward the sources are saturated, especially in the case

Figure 11: Relative changes of average mice flows FCT of the framework in comparison to Hedera and

ECMP in the first scenario group
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Figure 12: Average aggregate throughput of all elephant flows in the network in case of all traffic patterns

of the second scenario group

Figure 13: Relative changes of average mice flows FCT of the proposed framework in comparison to

Hedera and ECMP resulted from employing realistic traffic loads in the third scenario group depicted

according to traffic type

of MD 3-1. Besides, it provides less FCT for mice flows under many-to-one traffic pattern, which is the

common pattern in DCN.

On the other hand, Figure 12 depicts the average aggregated throughput of all elephant flows in

the network. Basically, the throughput achieved by the porposed solution confirms the approximate

equivalence. Figure 13 depicts the relative change of mice flow FCT according to the real workload types.

As shown, the proposed framework outperforms Hedera and ECMP consistent with the results presented

in Figure 11. According to the results, scheduling of a portion of flows and reschedules the detected

elephant flows proved efficiency. In addition, balancing the scheduling burden between the data plane
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and the control plane is efficient as well. Furthermore, sampling mechanism proved its positive impact

where the solution can sample a portion of the network flows to mitigate the sampling overhead and

ECMP-related packet collisions.

4.4 Thesis 4: Suitable SDN solutions according to the requirements of cloud

based data centers [C. 5, P. 60]

The growing deployment of SDN paradigm in the academic and business sectors resulted in many different

Network Operating Systems (NOS). As a result, adopting the right NOS requires a comparative study

of the available alternatives according to the requirements of Cloud Data Center (CDC).

I have identified the requirements and characteristics of CDC. I have classified the requirements of

CDC into functional and non-functional requirements. In addition, I have modeled the NOS choosing

problem as multiple criteria decision analysis problem by which I have determined the importance of the

CDC requirements to identify the most suitable NOS [J3].

Nowadays, cloud computing drives most businesses and shapes a new era of technology delivery.

In recent years, SDN has been employed in CDCs since SDN provides central control of the network.

SDN-based DCN is preferred to the traditional DCN since it can improve DCN efficiency.

Although there are many open-source NOSs, and they are differently matured in terms of CDC

requirements. It is challenging to find NOS that can provide CDC requirements, and it can integrate

with the CDC orchestrator. As a result, based on the characteristics of CDC, I identified, in Figures 15

and 16, the non-functional and functional features, respectively, which are required to be provided by the

best suited NOS.

I employed AHP [17] to make a decision according to multiple criteria. It is the most appropriate

method according to the nature of the problem since it is a mathematical method for decision-making,

which generates criteria weights through pair-wise comparisons. This comparison is also used to evaluate

alternatives against each criterion. I considered the most common open-source NOSs presented at the

time of this study, which are ONOS, POX, RYU, ODL, Floodlight and Tungsten. The studied alternatives

are denoted as An where n = 6, and the adopted criteria as Cm where m ∈ Z+. I aimed to find the

best suited NOS among the investigated NOSs using AHP according to the requirements. Therefore, the

hierarchical presentation of the studied criteria is depicted in Figures 14,15 and 16.

AHP requires to assign weights for the evaluation criteria. For this sake, I created m ×m matrices

for the criteria on the same levels of the hierarchy, and their elements are the priorities for each pair

of the criteria to signify the importance of a single criterion to another, as shown in Eq. 16 where Cij

represents the importance of criterion Ci in comparison to Cj . In order to assign priority, AHP defines a

scale between 1 and 9 to present the prioritization. Then, the columns are normalized to find the relative
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weights by applying Eq. 17. Next, vectors of adding the elements of each row are created as shown in

Eq. 18. 
1 · · · C1m

...
. . .

...

Cm1 · · · 1

 , Cij > 0, Cij =
1

Cji
(16)

Cij =
Cij∑m
i=1 Cij

where

m∑
i=1

Cij = 1 (17)

vi =

m∑
i=1

Cij (18)

By calculating the average of the previous values, I obtained a vector of weights Wm×i, which shows the

weights of the criteria according to their pair-wise priorities, as shown in Eqs. 19,20

wi=
vi
m

where

m∑
i=1

wi = 1 (19)

wi×j =


w1×j

...

wm×j

 (20)

The final weights of the leaf criteria are calculated by finding the resulted values in Eq. 20 multiplied with

their parent criteria. Figures 14,15 and 16 present the final global weights, which indicate the significance

of each criterion to achieve the goal. Then, I verified the priority vector consistency by employing the

notion of Eigen-value to compute Consistency Index (CI) as in Eq. 21:

CI =
λmax − m

m − 1
(21)

where λmax is the summation of multiply weight vectors with the summation vectors of columns of the

pair wise comparison matrix. I measured Consistency Ratio (CR) as in Eq. 22 using Random Index (RI):

Figure 14: Top level of the criteria hierarchy
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Figure 15: Hierarchy of the non-functional Requirements

Figure 16: Hierarchy of the functional Requirements
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Figure 17: Total final scores that represent the NOSs competence

CR =
CI

RI
(22)

According to [17], RI is the pre-calculated average consistency index computed by [17] of randomly

generated comparison matrices with different scales. RI is used to check the comparisons consistency

I conducted. In particular, in case CR is below 0.1 (i.e., 10%), the priority values are supposed to be

consistent; otherwise, pair-wise priorities should be modified, and the pair-wise comparisons should be

repeated. Similarly, I compared the alternatives are pair-wise against each criterion as in Eq. 23. Besides,

I computed weight vectors of the alternatives, and I inspected their consistency as in Eq. 22, as well.

Finally, I computed the final value of each alternative as in Eq. 24 where Wm×1 is the weight vector of

child criteria, Ẃn×m is the alternative’s weights against all criteria, and Xn×1 is a vector contains the

final result of each alternative. 
1 · · · Am

1n

...
. . .

...

Am
n1 · · · 1

 , Aij > 0, Aij =
1

Aji
(23)

Xn×1 = Ẃn×m × Wm×1 (24)

Final values of all alternatives, Xn×1, are presented in Figure 17.

To the best of our knowledge, this the first study in the literature tackling such problem in case of

CDC. A continuous follow-up of the NOSs should be conducted since Software Defined Cloud Computing
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(SDCC) is still in the stages of maturity and adoption. Moreover, the related technologies are developing

rapidly because of the tendency to convert CDC into Software Defined Environment (SDE).

5 Summary and Future Work

5.1 Summary of the results

This dissertation focused on the congestion control in SDN based data center networks by providing

solutions belong to “In-network” solution class. My proposed solutions include algorithms and numerical

methods, whose efficiency is evaluated by simulation. The new results can be summarized as follows:

1. Evaluate the performance of currently used algorithms in data center networks in related to loss

rate and throughput of elephant flows [J1].

2. Propose different reduction rate upon congestion events of QUIC protocol. We validated the pro-

posed value using simulation results which showed decrease in page load time up to 22% [C1].

3. Design and create a QoS based framework which schedules mice and elephant flows using dedicated

queues of connected switches. The main target was improving FCT of mice flows. The results show

improvement in FCT of mice flows up to 400ms [C2].

4. Design and create a framework which schedules portion of flows in the data center networks. On

the other hand, it reschedules elephant flows. The main target was improving FCT of mice flows.

The framework provides lower FCT of mice up to 58% compared to Hedera and ECMP [C3] [J2].

5. Design and create a sampling mechanism to enable the previous framework identifying elephant

flows. The proposed mechanism employs the flow size as a parameter to distinguish [J2].

6. Investigate and identify of requirements and characteristics of CDC as well as specifications of six

NOSs using mathematical modeling of AHP [J3].

5.2 Future work

Cloud data centers are rapidly developing to meet requirements of new applications. Many open areas

should be considered. I can briefly describe the future work of my research as follows:

1. Distributed control plane should be considered to improve availability and reliability of proposed

frameworks. Employing features of new OpenFlow versions such as flow monitoring feature intro-

duced in OpenFlow 1.4 by which different subsets of flow tables can be associated with specific

controller instances and egress processing feature introduced in OpenFlow 1.5 to enable packet

processing in the context of outbound traffic.
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2. Expand our solutions to provide different services based on differentiating between UDP and TCP

traffic.

3. Improve the applicability of flow detection mechanism by considering the detection time based on

the required time to capture the sufficient number of flow packets.

4. Scheduling and rerouting of flows traversing between different DC should be considered as well.

5. A continuous follow-up of the NOSs should be conducted since Software Defined Cloud Computing

(SDCC) is still in the stages of maturity and adoption since SDN related technologies are developing

rapidly because of the tendency to convert CDC into Software Defined Environment (SDE).

6. It is essential to extend the current NOSs to provide network services in case of inter-CDCs (

e.g., deploying SFC whose VMs belong to multiple CDCs managed by different cloud orchestrating

instances).

7. Maintaining the synchronization between multiple NOSs belong to different CDCs managed by

different cloud orchestrating instances is still problematic, and it needs more investigation to resolve

potential synchronization conflicts.

8. Asymmetric DCN is common in today data centers, so my future work will cover evaluating my

scheduling frameworks in such an environment.
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